
Preparation

Place enough plastic beakers (or similar) for everyone in 

your outdoor area, alongside some jugs of cold water. 
Prepare enough ice cubes for one each. Pour some salt into 
some dishes. Cut enough small pieces of string for one 
each.

Main Activity

• Fill a beaker to the brim with cold water & drop in the 

ice cube; notice how it floats on the surface of the water.

• Lay string over the ice cube and try to pick it up (notice 

this will not be possible).

• Lay the string back over the ice cube and sprinkle salt 

over the top. Wait a little while.

• Now, as if by magic, pick the ice cube up with a piece of 

string!

The Science Part…

• That the salt will begin to melt the ice, but then the cold 

water causes it to re-freeze; hence the string will 
become attached to the ice cube.


Differentiation: HA- Can explain how the piece of string is 
picking up the ice cube. LA- Can notice the difference when 
salt is added.

Extension: Can the children think of any places where salt 
is used to melt snow and ice. (Gritter lorries on roads.)


Lesson Objectives

Children will investigate how salt can melt ice and use this to preform 
an experiment to pick up an ice cube with a piece of string.

Resources

plastic beakers (or similar); cold water; ice; salt; string.

Key Vocabulary

water, freeze, snow, ice, melt, heat, solid, liquid, chemical reaction

Risk Assessments Generic Site RA. 

Top Tips

The beakers have to be full to the brim of water and they have to 
sprinkle plentiful amount of salt on. Once the salt has been sprinkled 
on, the water should just cover the top of the ice cube and salt in 
order to seal it. As salt can irritate skin, it’s best to provide a bowl of 
water soapy water for hand washing afterwards.

EYFS Links


C&L: Answer how & why questions about 
their experiences

PSED:Show sensitivity to others’ needs and 
feelings

PD: Uses simple tools to effect changes to 
materials

M: Uses everyday language associated 
with time

L: Uses vocabulary influenced by 
experiences

UW: Looks closely at change

EAD: Uses simple tools and techniques 
competently and appropriately


Learning Outcomes


LA - Children know that ice melts to form water 
and can observe changes when salt is sprinkled on 

ice.


MA - Children know that ice melts to form water 
and can comment on changes occurring when salt 

is sprinkled on ice.


HA - Children know that ice melts to form water 
and can understand that salt can increase the 

speed of this change. They observe how the ice 
melts then re-freezes in their experiment.
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